
being Farah FIsh...
Communication.

 Farah Fish and children like her are naturally very              
good communicators. They are able to express themselves       
  well and will engage effectively with others - this comes from

their basic need to socialise and be sociable. However, this need
will also make Farah and children like her 'people pleasers',

often willing to agree with others even when they feel     
     uncomfortable or otherwise uncertain. Children like 

Farah will want to avoid conflict and confrontation
       but more than that, they will also try to strengthen and

improve relationships by being outwardly agreeable.
They may struggle to form their own opinions or

      articulate their independent thought.

Reward.

Criticism.
Support.

Play.

Farah Fish won't respond well to criticism. Farah             
and children like her will immediately assume              

  that any criticism is a sign of dislike, and 
disappointment. It will help feed her internal belief that

she isn't loved or accepted by the people she so
desperately seeks approval from. 

    It will be important that if you have to criticise a child
like Farah, that you restore your connection after 
doing so It is imperative that children like Farah 

leave any interaction feeling positive, cared 
                                for and accepted by the people

                     around them.

Farah is very easily influenced and her need to be               
surrounded by people and accepted by others could               

   indicate an underlying insecurity. This insecurity may mean                 
that children like Farah are often uncertain of their views and   
 scared to share their feelings. For children like Farah, the need 

    to be liked, loved and accepted will be greater than the need to
           share their concerns, voice their opinions or resolve any     

        issues or frustrations. Farah and children like her will do 
      almost anything to be liked and it is important that you help

them understand that being liked isn't something you have 
to earn or work for. Supporting them will help them 

   understand that they are loved for who they are and 
that people that truly love them will accept 

                              differences and difficulties without 
                                                       loving them any less. 

       Farah Fish will be happy doing anything as long                    
as she is with friends and loved ones. The best sense of        
 fun for Farah and children like her is experiencing a sense 

of belonging, working together, as a team and having
collective, simple fun. Farah's need to have fun is often      
      greater than her commitment to doing the right thing. 
       and this is because being liked is more important for 

children like Farah than is being right or good. It is 
important to remind Farah of rules when she is 
playing and can be beneficial to remind her that 

relationships continue to exist when learning 
                         and working, too.

Farah fish is easily pleased and will enjoy             
being celebrated by her friends. She will being      

 recognised by a group of people and her most
appreciated reward would be to be celebrated whilst

celebrating with her friends; a party in her 
     honour would be her idea of heaven. Farah 

won't need the details of why she has done
   well or know exactly what she has achieved 

but just that she is loved and valued by 
those around her.

Farah Fish does not enjoy being alone. She is incredibly sociable and easily
influenced. Farah has very simple emotional needs - she enjoys being with others,

loves having a good time and is pleasant and amicable. She is rarely a leader or
decision maker but her ambition to be popular and have fun can mean she

sometimes does things that get her into trouble. 


